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Our Fence Services
Vinyl Fence Installation & Maintenance
A vinyl fence can be a perfect security and privacy
barrier that allows you the freedom to enjoy your
home and outdoor living spaces. Vinyl fencing
comes in a variety of styles and colors, with white
and tan being the primary selection or HOA
requirement. We also have a maintenance program
to cover any future issues that may arise.

Cedar Fence Installation & Stain
You can build almost any kind of fence with wood.
Staining your new cedar fencing offers strong
resistance against decay. Whether it is a simple
privacy fence, picture frame fence, or neighbor
friendly style we help you select the style that
works best for you. We install and stain providing
you a fence that will last years to come.

Ornamental Aluminum Fence Installation
Lightweight aluminum ornamental fencing will
last for years without rusting like traditional
steel fencing. We use a durable material that
is fade-resistant, scratch-resistant, and
maintenance free.
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Reviews
Your opinion matters to us!
“This fence company is world-class! Very responsive, friendly and
professional office staff coordinating the project. The installation team
were extremely detail oriented and worked long and hard even in bad
weather. The end result was a beautify fence at a very reasonable
price...the definition of exceeding customer's expectations.” – Eric M.
“Tracy and Chris were both professional and responsive during our
project. After several failed attempts at getting help on my project
because of a lack of time and materials, Tracy and Chris took the time to
hunt down the vinyl gates and fence to complete my project.
Integrity is the name of the game and Tracy and Chris meet the
challenge. Without reservations, I highly recommend Tracy and Chris.” –
Kathy H.
“Our property presented some real challenges, but the Henry's team
worked through all of them. Excellent job, beautiful fence and a real
pleasure to work with. I would recommend Henry's Construction to
anyone looking for a professional and quality job. Thanks again guys.” –
Mike C.
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Serving Customers with
Excellence, Building Our
Team with Care.
It is our mission to bring our best to you.
We attend AFA events and continued
education courses to stay current with industry
knowledge and training.

Customer and Community Focused
We believe an investment into our employees leads to commitment to our
customers and community. Each of our team members are given
opportunities to receive advanced education and training to become
certified fence installers. This leads to job satisfaction and a finished design
all can appreciate. We also make it a priority for our team to give back to
our community. We are involved with:
•

I Heart Treasure Valley

•

RO116

•

Canyon County Spuds Collegiate Baseball Team
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Gallery
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Our Promise To You
Our Team Performs All Work
We will not subcontract projects our customers
hired us to perform. You can rely on us to have
our own team from start to finish.

We Are Registered and Insured
We are registered with the State of Idaho as a
contractor and carry General Liability Insurance
and Worker’s Compensation Insurance. Our
registry information can be found at
ibol.idaho.gov and policies are readily available.

We Appreciate Our Customers and Referrals!
We make it a point to send our appreciation
out to our customers. Without you we would
not be able to do what we do for our team and
our community!
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Who We Are
Henry’s Construction & Treasure Valley Fence has been serving
homeowners and business owners in the Treasure Valley since 2005,
specializing in cedar, vinyl, and ornamental fence construction. We build
with an attention to every detail providing you with a fence that will last for
years to come. A beautifully crafted fence is a great investment adding curb
appeal and security to your home. We have built strong connections in the
valley to provide quality material at a reasonable price.
We are fully licensed, registered, and insured in Idaho, which means our
customers can count on their property being well taken care of and free
from liability concerns.
We are dedicated to quality. We strive to employ career-minded people
who want to provide the customer with a final product they can
appreciate for years to come. We take this commitment personally and get
great satisfaction in ensuring a happy customer and a team experiencing
the pleasure of a project well done! Our team members receive advanced
training and test to become certified installers.

Contact Us
Chris Henry, Contractor
Tracey Henry, Operations Manager
Phone: (208) 514-8299
Email: schedule@treasurevalleyfence.com
Web: treasurevalleyfence.com

Henry’s Construction &
Treasure Valley Fence LLC
Chris Henry, Contractor
Tracey Henry, Operations Manager

